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V8.2 Release Notes 

  

YPLM#   New Features 

1644 Wildcard Advanced Search 
An advanced search feature named wildcard has been included in YuniquePLM. This advanced 
feature can maximize a user’s search query by representing one or more characters.  
 
Users can use the following wildcards: 

 A question mark (?) may be used to represent a single character, anywhere in the 
word.  Multiple question marks may be used to search for multiple characters in a word.  For 
example, a color search for r?d would return red. While searching for red??? would return 
redrum. 

 An asterisk (*) may be used to specify an unlimited amount of characters and will return 
multiple results. For example, red* may return bright red or jalapeno red. 
Note: Use \* to search for a word containing an asterisk. 

 Quotation marks (“”) may be used to perform an exact search, such as “red”.  

2840 Sharing Material Attachments 
The new application setting, AutoAttachMaterialAttachments, enables the application to share 
material attachments with a selected Style, where they are used in a BOM. This feature 
automatically synchronizes both areas to reflect any changes made within the Material Attachment 
section. If a user deletes an attachment within the material, that change will also occur within the 
Style. 

1253 Seasonal Colorway Marketing Name 
The Style’s Seasonal Colorway workflow page now includes a new column called, Marketing Name. 
Clients can use this revitalized feature to rename a color for marketing purposes. The marketing 
name is ONLY available within the Season Colorway.  This new option can be included when copying 
a Style or generating a Style Variation. Clients looking to include the marketing name field within a 
printout will need a custom report. Integration needs can be passed to 3rd party apps like 
PowerGrid, ERP systems, etc. 
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1447 Long Description Tooltips 
Some fields which contain long descriptions do not wrap and make it difficult to read the text. Now 
users can hover over a field and view every word with a tooltip.  

 
1451 Searching within Measurement Templates 

Clients who maintain an extensive list of POMs within their measurement templates can now search 
Measurement Templates by POM ID & POM Description, whilst also taking advantage of the new 
wildcard search feature. 
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3217 Sample Timeline Tech Pack Selection 
The Sample Request timeline provides users the option to replace a previously selected Tech Pack 
with an updated version. Previously, the Sample Request applied a Tech Pack and did not allow 
users to update to a current version without creating a new sample request. 

 
3588 Style BOM Update 

The Style BOM pages have been renamed: BOM Setup and Bill of Material. Previously, the Style 
BOM included a BOM and a Bill of Material which created confusion. Now the renamed pages 
provides clarity where the BOM Setup focuses on adding dimensions and the Bill of Material allows 
the user to edit the BOM, add material, update quantity etc. and continue to manage BOM 
Colorway and Color pitching within the Colorways workflow page. 
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UIMod 
5259 

Updated Material Edit UI within the BOM 
Updated the Material edit view within the Bill of Material to include options like Properties, Where 
Used and Batch Update on the upper right-hand corner of the page. 

 
UIMod 
5978 

Updated UI Buttons 
The user interface has been updated to include underlined identifier under currently selected 
areas. This helps further clarify the page the user is currently viewing.
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YPLM#   Additional Features 

1450 BI Folder 
Created a new BI folder report to track Tech Packs that have been shared with srmOn Partners.  

835 Configurable Partner Folder View OOTB Fields 
The Partner Folder – Partner View workflow page now features configurable OOTB (out of the 
box) fields within the search and grid areas.  

3562 Control Panel  
The Control Panel – Report Export Formats area now enables the PDF and Excel option by default 
for new installs.  

3134 Disabled Pending Pages 
The Color, Material and Style BOM pending pages are disabled by default for new installations.   

3657 General Application   
The new Wildcard search feature is also included within the Material and Style BOM Quick Search 
areas of the application.  

3664 Line List  
Updated the Line List area by moving SKU Planning into the Flash Edit section and totally removing 
the Planning section.  

2531 Measurement Page 
Updated the Style Measurement ‘Select POM Template’ page Division filter to mirror the Style 
when a user creates a NEW measurement page.  

3663 Notifications 
Updated the “Notify me when Sample Preview has been generated” has been defaulted to 
enabled.  Now all new users will receive a notification once a sample preview has been generated. 

3464 Removed Financial Plan, Historical List and Line List Flash Costing 
The Financial Plan, Historical List and Flash Costing within the Line List area have been removed.  
This applies to both seasonal and non-seasonal line lists.   

UIMod 
5532 

Sample Request  
Sample request printouts update automatically which allows a user to generate a printout then 
continue working in a different area while it is generated. The user is then notified of the printouts 
completion.  

3561 Settings   
The NewStyleAlert setting has been set to FALSE by default for new installs.  This setting controls 
the auto email alerts when creating a style. A customer can enable the setting if they prefer to 
receive the emails.  
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3516 Tech Pack 
The Tech Pack now allows users to enter a value which gives greater control of image quality 
within the Tech Pack printouts using the TechPackImageSize setting found in the 
Admin>Setting>System>Report>General area. The recommended setting is 2000 to 3000 Keep in 
mind, the higher the value the larger the Tech Pack file size.    
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YPLM#     Defect List 
3234 BOM, Material Folder 

Corrected an issue where adding an EAV field within the material level but not saving the 
details, then adding the same EAV field within a BOM and saving, resulted in the data 
populating from the BOM level even though the setting StyleMaterialsReadFromLib was set to 
true.  

3235 BOM, Material Folder 
Corrected an issue where disabling the multi-select drop-down function resulted with unseen 
BOM selections.  

3397 BOM 
Corrected an issue within the Style BOM where the item code under the Labels/Marketing 
overlaps the description making it difficult to read.  

3402 BOM 
Corrected an issue within the BOM Colorway Pitch Sheet where the scroll bar occasionally 
disappears.  

3403 BOM 
Corrected an issue within the BOM Colorway – Sort Colorways page where the long color 
names were difficult to read on the color chips. As a result, the color chips have been widen to 
accommodate more text and include a tooltip to reveal the full name.  

3474 BOM 
Corrected an issue within the BOM Colorway page where the long color names are difficult to 
read. As a result, the color chips have been widen to accommodate more text and also include 
a tooltip to reveal the full name. 

3133 Line List, Material Folder 
Corrected an issue within the Line List when materials were updated in the Material Folder and 
the updates were not automatically displayed within the Line List. This occurred when the 
application setting, ReadFromLibrary, was enabled.  

3135 Line List, Material Folder   
Corrected an issue within the BOM Colorway page where duplicating a material does not copy 
the Partner or Color Chip attributes. 

3301 Line List  
Corrected an issue where copying a Style from Outside the Line List filtered out the season and 
years that did not match.  

3492 Line List 
Updated the Tech Pack due date field within the Line List – New style creation page to mimic 
the functionality within the Style Folder – new style creation page of current date + 10 days.  

3379 Material Folder 
Corrected an issue where attempting to save a search with multiple attributes does not 
actually save.  

748 Material Request 
Updated the Material Request to contain the new season details for Conversion, Purchase 
UOM, and BOM UOM. 
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2972 Measurement Templates 
Corrected an issue where the measurement template preview printouts were not properly 
recording any changes made within the size range.   

3491 Measurement Page 
Corrected an issue where a linked POM was unable to be added to the QA worksheet.  

2140 Sample Request  
Updated the DefaultMeasurementRevisionValuesTo0 setting when set to FALSE, the Rev 
column is kept empty instead of adding a “0” value when saving.  

2860 Style Folder 
Corrected an issue where an enabled application setting was not copying comments from one 
Style to a new style. 

2964 Style Folder 
Corrected an issue where an expected notification was not sent upon the creation of a new 
style using the copy functionality.  
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